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Preface 
This brief retrospective of the first forty years of existence of the Spirit Mountain 
Recreation Area in Duluth has been undertaken as an aspect of a graduate degree 
program at UMD.  The historical account is my personal Capstone Project required for 
the granting of the Master of Liberal Studies degree.   
 Having been retired from a teaching career for a few years, and feeling the need 
for an academic "stirring-up",  I enrolled in 2011 in a single course through Continuing 
Education at UMD.  It was there that I learned about a revamped MLS degree program 
that hoped to attract senior citizens who may have post-retirement time and an inclination 
to pursue a graduate degree.  My decision to embark upon the MLS included a curiosity 
about my capacity to succeed at such an endeavor in my later sixties, and the chance it 
offered to return to my alma mater after more than forty years.  I immediately discovered 
support and encouragement from everyone at UMD.   
The MLS has a required core of classes, but is much more open-ended than are 
the strictly-prescribed curricula of most master's degrees. Applicants who are admitted as 
MLS candidates plan their individualized degree programs with graduate advisors.  
As noted, I chose to attempt to compile an overview of Spirit Mountain because 
the years and decades are slipping away, many major players have left or are deceased, 
and archiving has been of importance to only a few of the administrations there.  Much 
has already been lost. In my efforts, I have tried to walk a line between sketchiness on the 
one hand and pedantry on the other.  
I am in the debt of many people for their help in these efforts. They include the 
true Father of Spirit Mountain George Hovland; recently retired Executive Director 
Renee Mattson, supervisors Denny Monson, Mike Carlson, Breana Johnson, Marisa 
Hoogenaker, Nancy Waters, Joe Germann, Heidi Jo Karlsson, and many others.    
I would be remiss if I did not acknowledge the proofreading expertise of my 
brother, Christopher Welsh and his wife, Susan Steger Welsh.  Both are professional 
writers and UM grads.  
Ms. Patricia Maus and Ms. Mags David of the Northeastern Minnesota Historical 
Center speedily placed in my hands relevant clippings and documents.  
I also quickly discovered a mutual support system among my fellow MLS cohort 
members.  This was gratifying in a group whose chronological ages spanned from the 
twenties to nearly seventy.    
Additionally, I very much appreciate the advice and patience of my Graduate 
Committee members:  Dr. John Schwetman, Dr. John Hatcher, and Dr. Kim Riordan.  I 
am especially grateful to my advisor, MLS Director of Graduate Studies, Dr. David 
Beard, for his encouragement and guidance.   
Finally, this document has been registered through the Creative Commons and 
may be employed with attribution as noted herein.  Should readers detect any errors on 
my part, or wish to add supplementary data, they are advised to consult the CC website 
for directions and stipulations.   
Duluth  --  May, 2015       -- S P Welsh 
  Introduction 
As the Spirit Mountain Recreation Area approaches its fortieth anniversary, it seemed to 
me necessary to collect and record details of its birth and growth.  In meeting with instrumental 
persons, and in questioning them regarding the early years of the Area, I have been struck with 
how much information may have already become irretrievably lost.  No person interviewed was 
aware of any existing categorized historical data.  There was fragmentary memorabilia scattered 
among offices, but a formalized and consistent archiving effort apparently had never been made.  
This paper constitutes an attempt to collect, assemble, and document such a history. 
I work from a position of some advantage in that I am a native and lifelong Duluthian, 
and have been a denizen of Spirit Mountain almost from its inception. I have been personally 
acquainted with some of its founders and early contributors.  I also have been granted access to 
some extant written records, and to the recollections of several current administrators and long-
time employees.  Additionally, I have been a volunteer at Spirit Mountain for decades as a 
member of the Ski Patrol there.  I have been fortunate in witnessing, and occasionally 
participating in, events of note, and have seen the evolution and growth of the area from a 
vantage point somewhat inside the institution.  
As Spirit Mountain expanded its operations to make the Area a year-around site, there 
were false starts, controversies, infighting, financial shortfalls, legislative problems, and many 
successes -- all under a wide assortment of administrative styles.    
I have been diligent in citing my sources of information.  It should be noted, however, 
that when a statement is offered herein with no citation attached, its inclusion is based upon my 
own familiarity with and recollection of the person, place, or event.  I am confident of the 
validity and accuracy of such data, but would be appreciative to readers who may detect errors, 
or who may wish to contribute additional information.  The registration of this work with the 
Creative Commons allows such supplements to be appended.     
SPIRIT MOUNTAIN: The First Forty Years 
With trepidation he had first soared from Duluth's "Big Chester" ski jump around 1940 at 
13 or 14 years of age.  He survived, and was exhilarated.  He continued, persevered, and attained 
the skill levels necessary to represent the U.S. in combined Nordic racing and ski jumping at the 
1952 Olympics in Oslo, Norway (olympic.org).  Whether on downhill skis, cross-county skis, or 
jumping skis, George Hovland relished the winter snows of northern Minnesota.  He has 
admitted that he never passed a hillside without analyzing its potential as a ski run.  
Skiing in the mid-1950s at a tiny and long-forgotten ski area called Ski Kenwood on 
Duluth's Kenwood Avenue close to the University of Minnesota Duluth and the College of Saint 
Scholastica, and having once been a co-owner of Mont du Lac ski area in Duluth's far western 
Fond du Lac neighborhood in the 1960s, he enthusiastically recalled how he was always 
captivated by the idea of a larger and more accessible ski area.  He detailed how he and friends 
had hiked up through the snow along hillside power line cuts so they could race down on skies.  
With Duluth being situated along an extended hillside, he reasoned, why not add a sizable 
metropolitan ski area to the city's winter activities offerings?   Eyeing the largely undeveloped 
hillsides in the Fairmont Park, Norton Park, and Smithville sections of western Duluth, an idea 
began to gel.  As an experienced and respected builder, it looked feasible to him, but hoping to 
reinforce his opinion, Hovland also queried his long-time ski companion, local engineer Don 
Salo.  They tramped together around the woods above Grand Avenue just west of the Duluth 
Zoo, and Salo concurred with Hovland's assessments and suggestions.  The concept and the site 
seemed defensible, so a proposal was drawn up in 1971.  Additional partisans were recruited, and 
the City administration was approached (Hovland). 
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This was the genesis of what was to become the Spirit Mountain Recreation Area 
(SMRA).  The path to acceptance and completion was to be lengthy and demanding.  While the 
initial suggestion was seized upon as advantageous and sensible, the topics to be addressed prior 
to any construction actually starting were to be diverse and problematic. And there also would be 
legislative roadblocks, funding concerns, construction glitches, and legal challenges.  Still, once 
proposed, the project gained increasing support as time passed.   
> A Tentative Start
Principal among the earliest proponents were Hovland, Manley "Monnie" Goldfine, Don 
Salo, and then-Mayor Ben Boo.  Goldfine was from a family long involved in mercantiling in the 
Duluth area, and his contacts were many. The City Council seated at the time was largely on 
board, as was the Duluth area Minnesota legislative delegation (Doty).  A preliminary 
engineering study was conducted by Salo Engineering (Appendix 1), and a few tentative 
architect's sketches were drawn up (Appendix 2).  If the City of Duluth was to be the owner and 
sponsor of this type of recreation area, Boo urged that its management should rest with an 
"authority", independent of the City Council.  Specifically, the State House and Senate would be 
approached to approve bills sanctioning a separate entity for funding and administering of the 
proposed area.  The Duluth delegation then included Representatives Mike Jaros, Jack LaVoy, 
Jim Ulland, and Willard Munger; and Senators Ralph Doty and Sam Solon.  All were foursquare 
behind the development that was to become Spirit Mountain (SM), and they also recognized the 
increased opportunities for citizen involvement afforded by the establishment of Boo's suggested 
recreational authority for governance of the proposed area.    
The name "Spirit Mountain" was used in referring to the ski area from the earliest 
discussions.  It was suggested by City planners Don Wiski and Dick Loraas because of the 
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proximity of the proposed installation to Spirit Lake in the nearby St. Louis River, and because 
this name had long been applied to the adjacent highlands by the Ojibwe (Boo).  The creation of 
the independent authority to govern Spirit Mountain was not a new concept.  During his tenure 
as mayor, Boo had already proposed and instituted such authorities to oversee Duluth's public 
transit system and its airports.  Thus, House and Senate bills were drafted to create the Spirit 
Mountain Recreation Authority (SMRA), and the proposed legislation was introduced in St. Paul 
in 1972.  The most notable objection came from a Bloomington senator who feared that the 
SMRA might attempt to levy taxes to support SM, thus establishing an ominous precedent.  His 
fears were assuaged (Boo). 
 In regard to acquisition of the actual property, it was fortunate that this steeper portion of 
the hillside was largely undeveloped.  Fred Cain in the St. Louis County Auditor's Office 
provided a printout of the original configuration of this area (Appendix 3).  It had been added to 
Duluth proper in 1899 as "Ironton 1st Division, Blocks 20-51; within Section 23, Township 49 
North, Range 15 West."  Although the perimeters of this addition had been established, only a 
small portion had been platted, and these lots were located primarily in areas of lower elevation 
immediately adjacent to Grand Avenue.  Extant maps show that some streets also had been 
charted and named, although none was ever put in.  A few lots had been purchased, but if any 
buildings had ever been constructed, they had long since disappeared.  Virtually all sold lots had 
been abandoned via non-payment of annual real estate assessments, and had reverted to Duluth 
as tax-forfeited City land, according to Cain.  
 It is widely known that intensive white pine logging had been conducted in this area early 
in the Twentieth Century when several sawmills operated on the Minnesota bank of the St. Louis 
River just across Grand Avenue.  Tree cover had once again grown thick by mid-century, and a 
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quick glance uphill today shows that the current second-growth forest is now about ninety 
percent deciduous.  Owners of the few parcels still privately held were approached with buy-out 
offers, and all properties were acquired.  Recently retired SM Director of Services Denny 
Monson related that the City had been prepared to invoke eminent domain and start legal 
proceedings if it had become necessary (Monson). 
 When Duluth's representatives and senators sponsored the introduction of the bill in 1972 
to create the Spirit Mountain Recreation Authority, they witnessed again that regional interests 
can trump statewide interests.  Jealously guarding their near monopoly, owners of alpine ski 
areas in more southerly parts of the State felt threatened by the potential construction of a new 
start-up installation in the northern portion.  Crowded by Twin Cities patrons, and often nursing 
along antiquated infrastructures, these older ski areas through the Midwest Ski Areas Association 
lobbied their Metro area legislators to oppose Duluth's efforts to establish the new SMRA.  
Arguments against the bill soon began to focus on the perceived ultimate harmful financial 
effects of Spirit Mountain upon existing ski areas to the south.  Ben Boo admits today that he can 
recognize their apprehensions.  Duluth's delegates were vocal in insisting that such arguments 
were inappropriate and irrelevant since the legislative matter at hand was merely the 
establishment of the SMRA and nothing more (Doty).  After much chatter, the Act was passed in 
1973 (Appendix 4). 
 Once clearance had been granted to establish the SMRA, the progress toward realization 
of the installation accelerated.  In an undertaking of these dimensions, it was necessary to 
complete a Department of the Interior Environmental Impact Study.  Several creeks flowed down 
the hillside in the vicinity of the proposed ski area, and the SMRA did not dispute that clearing 
of vegetation and subsequent construction may affect the land.  The Authority and the City took 
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this expected requirement in stride.  The Study was completed and submitted.  It was approved in 
June of 1973 (Monson).   
 Constructing such a large and multi-faceted installation was, of course, a monumentally 
expensive proposition.  Duluth and St. Louis County were not financially capable of absorbing 
the costs.  As a result, the SMRA went into full fundraising mode.  Every avenue that might 
produce a donation was investigated and courted.  Predicting that SM would attract widespread 
patronage and generate capital, proposals were presented to assorted governmental agencies in 
hopes of securing funds for construction and start-up.  A list of contributory entities, and the 
amounts that each offered, together with construction costs is included in Appendix 5. 
 One disruptive and troublesome intrusion, however, stands out during this period, and 
deserves additional mention.  The US Economic Development Administration had been 
approached by the SMRA, and a formal grant request had been composed and submitted in 1972.  
The EDA's regional representative, Jack Arnold, happened to be a Duluth resident.  He also was 
an experienced administrator, well versed in the grant process and in determining eligibility for 
funding.  The SMRA submitted a request for a grant of $600,000 to the EDA.  Arnold recalls 
that the application paperwork he received was in good order and worthy of consideration, and 
he passed it up the chain of command.  The grant was ultimately approved.  Then the fireworks 
commenced (Arnold). 
 Once again under the coordination of the Midwest Ski Areas Association, fourteen ski 
areas from across Minnesota, Northern Wisconsin, and even into Upper Michigan (Appendix 6) 
jointly filed suit to prevent SM from receiving any federal monies.  The Association's legal 
argument was that the plaintiffs (nearly all were privately held ski areas) had not enjoyed the 
benefit of federal dollars to aid them in their startups, and that SM thus would have an unfair 
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economic advantage that was discriminatory.  The fact that the SMRA was a quasi-governmental 
entity, they argued, should prohibit federal funding since SM ultimately would be economically 
competing with private industry (Arnold).  
 This unexpected litigation was of great concern to the SMRA.  If the courts determined 
that the plaintiffs' arguments should prevail, construction might be delayed or scaled back, or 
additional funding needed from other sources.  One of the suppliers for the SM project quickly 
requested written assurances from the SMRA that payment for services and equipment would be 
forthcoming as prescribed in contract, even if the funds had to be obtained by rebalancing the 
budget (Boo).  By today's monetary standards, $600,000 does not sound significant, but if 
converted from 1973 dollars to 2014 dollars, the equivalent sum is nearly $3,400,000.  
 Arnold distinctly remembers that the trial, held in Duluth before Judge Gerald Heaney, 
was not lengthy.  He and his EDA superiors submitted evidence that nothing within the EDA 
operating guidelines prohibited such funding of a city project, and that the plaintiffs' contentions 
were without merit.  Arnold also testified at trial that Barker's Island, a recently completed 
municipal marina across the harbor in Superior, Wisconsin, had also received federal EDA 
money, so a precedent had been established in the region (Arnold).  Additionally, the court ruled 
that all but two of the litigant ski areas were located beyond a sixty-five mile radius of Duluth, 
the accepted limit for a day excursion, and thus would not be impacted by the opening of an 
installation such as SM (Boo). 
 The court found for the defendants, and the full amount of funding that EDA had 
approved was forwarded to the SMRA.  The EDA grant cover letter is shown in Appendix 7. 
There was only a brief time when funds seemed threatened, and thus only a slight delay in the 
construction schedule occurred. 
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> Terrain Encumbrances 
   Two railroads had long since negotiated narrow right-of-way easements through the 
area now newly envisioned for Spirit Mountain, and the City of Duluth also had maintained for 
many decades an unpaved roadway that crossed the prospective ski area.  The 950 acres 
proposed for the recreational area were thus encumbered by firmly-fixed transportation routes 
that traversed the parcel.  The Duluth Missabe and Iron Range Railroad, on site since 1938, 
skirted the upper portions of the tract, but would present no initial impediments to SM 
construction.   
  The Duluth Winnipeg and Pacific right of way, however, precluded the desired 
preliminary design that envisioned some of the ski runs extending down nearly to Grand Avenue. 
(Monson).  Laid around 1912, the DWP line extended from Duluth northward to Virginia, thence 
to International Falls, and across the border into Canada, ultimately to Winnipeg. The DWP 
switchyard was then located below Grand Avenue near Raleigh Street in West Duluth, but the 
main line had crossed to above Grand Avenue before it entered the area now designated for SM 
(Gillman).  The presence of these tracks across the proposed ski runs necessitated shortening the 
originally desired lengths of some runs by over six hundred feet (Monson).   
 But most problematic for planners was the fact that Duluth's famed Skyline Parkway 
traversed all of the proposed ski runs about a third of the way downhill.  Started around 1890, 
with improvements and extensions by the City and by the Works Progress Administration during 
the Great Depression of the 1930s, Skyline afforded memorable views along much of its 28 mile 
length high above the St. Louis River and Lake Superior.  It is among Duluth's most recognized 
and appreciated tourist attractions.  UMD geology professor emeritus John Green has detailed 
the unique geological strata underpinning the Parkway. Its approximate 600 foot elevation above 
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the Lake varies only marginally along its entire length. This can be attributed to the Parkway's 
being built largely upon stable beach deposition remaining from ancient Lake Namadji (sic), a 
huge post-glacial fresh water lake centered roughly on today's Nemadji river basin (Green). 
 Ski runs transected by motor vehicle traffic were, of course, impossible, so surveys were 
conducted to establish a Skyline Drive detour around Spirit Mountain's proposed area of 
development.  A glance at today's Google Earth satellite images displays the resultant sudden 
northward jag in Skyline Drive that reroutes vehicles above the ski runs, and then connects with 
the I-35 freeway.  Closer scrutiny of the aerial views reveals the original path of Skyline still 
identifiable under the recently installed Timber Twister Alpine Coaster, and running across all of 
SM's existing ski runs and under its ski lifts (Appendix 8).  On a map in the possession of former 
SM Executive Director Renee Mattson, this original section of Skyline Parkway had been 
renamed Bardon Peak Boulevard (Mattson).  Now gated and inaccessible to the public, this level 
roadway is only used for cross-hill transit by maintenance vehicles within the ski area 
boundaries.   
 Also very evident in the 2012 satellite images is the former path of the DWP rail line that 
is uphill of, and parallel to Grand Avenue.  It is now spanned by the Express Lift, the longest of 
the current ski lifts.  Skyline's original route is even more evident in the 2003 satellite photos 
(Appendix 9), having then less foliage than in more recent aerial views. The Minnesota 
Department of Natural Resources map has this abandoned rail line identified as the "DWP Trail" 
(Duluth Parks and Recreation).  This former DWP right of way parallels the Munger Bike Trail 
along the western hillside, and can be hiked the four miles to Becks Road above Gary-New 
Duluth.  A portion of this DWP trail is used as a return route for mountain bikers who have 
reached the bottom of a downhill bike path that parallels the Timber Cruiser ski run.  
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> Native Americans' Concerns 
 Mention must surely be made in this overview of the importance of Native American 
influence upon this area and this project. The presence of Native peoples in this region has been 
well documented for many centuries.  Of particular note regarding the SMRA are the traditional 
Ojibwe tales of Spirit Lake and Spirit Island.  These place names, and their attendant histories 
and legends, are ancient and significant.  
 The Ojibwe or Anishinaabe did not always reside in this area of the county.  The Tribe 
originated in the East, but was driven from the St. Laurence River region by the Iroquois.  
Ojibwe prophets foretold that in their journey westward, the migrants would make seven stops. 
The sixth stop was predicted to be near an island that resembled a turtle in its outline.  Arriving 
at the Head of the Lakes around 1600, those familiar with the prophecies of their ancestors 
immediately recognized Spirit Island in the St. Louis River as the sixth stopping place. The 
Ojibwe were not welcomed along the St. Louis River by the Sioux (Dakotah) whose homeland it 
had long been.  Between about 1600 and 1700 there were continual skirmishes between these 
two tribes, some resulting in great numbers of casualties. Some accounts place a major 
confrontation taking place near Spirit Island (Ojibwe History). 
 A traditional story attaches additional significance to this Island.  The legend details a 
clandestine and forbidden love between Chaska, the son of a Dakotah chief, and Wetona, the 
daughter of an Ojibwe chief.  In order to escape the mistrust and animosities of their warring 
tribes, they decided to elope, and fled in the night to what is now called Spirit Island.  Pursued by 
both tribes, warriors overran the island, but found only Chaska's canoe and two pairs of 
moccasins: one pair each of the Dakotah and Ojibwe fashion.  Neither of the young persons was 
ever seen again, and Indian lore relates how it was thought that the Love Spirit had magically 
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taken them to safety.  Since that time, the island has been called Spirit Island, and the nearby 
widening of the River is known as Spirit Lake.  The highlands above the River likewise are 
collectively called Spirit Mountain (Bailey). 
 These appellations have apparently been widely used for some time.  Both were 
employed in a 1910 regional history by Edwards and Pardee.  Archives contain many references, 
as well as occasional early photos of steamboats that once ran between the Duluth harbor and 
settlements up the St. Louis River at Fond du Lac, stopping for picnic lunches at moorings in 
Spirit Lake.  An extant 1890 photo archived in the UMD library is titled "St. Louis River and 
Spirit Island".  Owned by the State of Minnesota in the early 1900s, Spirit Island was 
subsequently purchased by a private party.  In 2011, the Fond du Lac Band of Ojibwe once again 
purchased the ten acre sacred island that has been of such significance in their history and 
heritage (Wirta-Kosobuski). 
 The very term "Spirit Mountain" may be interpreted differently in various applications.  
Duluthians today largely use it to specifically designate the ski hill and recreation area.  This 
identifies only a limited portion of the western hillside.  Traditionally its precincts are much 
more widespread.  To the Native Americans, the term "Manitouahgebik" applies to the entire 
length of the hillside along the River from Fairmont Park southwestward through Gary/New 
Duluth, a distance of nearly seven miles.  This span incorporates both Bardon Peak (Appendix 
10), and Ely's Peak (Appendix 11).  According to this Ojibwe definition, Spirit Mountain 
includes any portion of the hillside from which it is possible to see Spirit Island (Wirta-
Kosobuski).  The UMD Geospatial Analysis Center website highlights satellite images of all 
points from where Spirit Island can be sighted.  When queried about this technology, GAC 
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Laboratory Director Stacey Stark provided an enhanced version of the image for this paper.  It is 
included as Appendix 12.  
 Some have alleged that based upon their oral traditions, the Ojibwe opposed all 
commercialization on Spirit Mountain.  Actually, the Tribe's primary concern was that their vast 
traditional lands still incorporate localized sacred sites, and perhaps burial grounds.  In 
Anishinaabe culture, intrusions into these areas would be sacrilegious.  The online Zenith City 
Archive attests that "Until the later 1860s, more Ojibwe lived in Duluth than Europeans."  There 
were Native concerns about the early proposals for Spirit Mountain development.  To assuage 
their fears about desecration, to which Mayor Boo was sensitive, State archeologists, 
accompanied by Tribe members, conducted extensive explorations of the vicinity.  No artifacts 
or gravesites were discovered (Monson, Wirta-Kosobuski). 
 By no means were the plans for a development on the western hillside supported by 
Duluth's entire population.  There were opposing voices heard.  Some protested simply because 
the visual appeal of the unblemished hillside would be compromised.  Others worried about 
increased vehicle traffic in the vicinity.  There also were concerns about the financial 
commitments that had been made by the SMRA.  In a city that had never had a significant ski 
hill before, not everyone shared the prospective appeal of such an undertaking as a winter 
attraction (Mattson).  Local residents were aware of the thousands of sightseers who would 
gather in Canal Park on a summer day, but they perhaps could not envisions an equal number  
gathering on the proposed ski slopes in the winter.  
 One of the principal early planners of SM interviewed for this paper (who did not wish to 
be identified) relates that on a casual 1973 weekend hike along Skyline Parkway's original route 
across the proposed ski runs, he came upon two unknown individuals carrying containers of 
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trillium plants which they were transplanting into readily discernable locations that had been 
proposed for the ski chalet.  Removal or introduction of trillium on public lands was prohibited.  
The informant surmises that this questionable gardening expedition was engaged in a propaganda 
effort intended to reinforce the idea that this placid hillside was not a suitable construction or 
recreation site.  
 When site work commenced, the extent of the clearing and grading were less obvious 
from nearby than from a distance.  Motorists on Grand Avenue, and especially observers across 
the River in Superior, were initially startled by the unsightly brown scars that now marred the 
formerly verdant hillside.  Former Marketing and Sales Director Briana Johnson recalls that the 
surface had been abraded to the point that few would have found the construction the least bit 
attractive.  With the grasses that have since grown up, and the annual return of the cleared ski 
runs to green hues each summer, few would likely recall how the site appeared while being 
originally configured for skiing in the early 1970s (Johnson).  
.> Phase I 
 A very detailed account of the early planning for SM was offered by Denny Monson, 
who for 28 years prior to his 2014 retirement was SM's Director of Services.  His knowledge is 
extensive and precise, and much of it is beyond the scope of this short general account.  Monson 
relates that original routes for the first designated ski runs were suggested by surveys and studies 
conducted by Duluth's Salo Engineering, and by Sno-Engineering of Frisco, Colorado.  While 
long-range planners harbored early schemes for future expansions, the desire to keep the original 
installation manageable constrained the SMRA to stay with the ten originally conceived alpine 
ski runs, from Cinder Snapper on the north, to Juggler Joe on the south (Appendix 13).  All of 
these cleared slopes essentially paralleled each other across approximately 1,900 horizontal feet 
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of hillside.  Note that all runs terminate at a point very near the same elevation contour line. 
Further downhill progress was prohibited by the DWP railroad tracks.  The longest run was 
about 3800 feet, and the maximum vertical drop (i.e., top-to-bottom difference in elevation) was 
about 650 feet (Monson).   
 To gain input and to promote involvement by local citizens, the Authority solicited 
suggestions from the public for ski run names while the processes of clearing and grading were 
still in their preliminary stages.  According to current Banquet and Wedding Director Nancy 
Waters, SMRA's original board members evaluated the suggested offerings and chose the 
winning entries (Waters).  Selecting names for the various trails at a ski area oftentimes draws 
upon regional occupations, persons, and history or legends.  So it was with Spirit Mountain.  
Given the historical and economic importance of trapping, logging, mining, and railroading to 
the Duluth area, it should not be surprising to find references to these enterprises contained 
within several of the ski run names adopted at SM.  Appendix 13 may be useful for visual 
reference.  The etymologies of the original trail names are as follows:  
  Sourdough Sam was the legendary Paul Bunyan's logging camp cook who supposedly 
used sourdough in preparing everything except coffee.  The Bunyan caricatures are among the 
best known distinctly American tall tales (Brown).  
 Duck Leg Shorty is a term describing a drover who guided a team of oxen that pulled 
sledges loaded with logs.  Having to walk in the runner or wheel ruts supposedly caused a leg 
length discrepancy that became a source for jest among other loggers (Soyoung).  
 A powder monkey originally specified a young seaman who shuttled gunpowder from the 
powder keep up to the ship's decks to charge the cannon.  The term eventually came to designate 
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any person who dealt with explosives.  Mining and railroading, both major Minnesota industries, 
depended upon explosives as a means of clearing rock, either to create a track cut or to blast a 
tunnel for rail lines, or to loosen overburden and ore-bearing rock in mines (Merriam-Webster).  
 A Juggler Joe was supposedly any generic real estate speculator who bought up property 
on which he hoped to realize a profit.  He constantly "juggled" the properties he wanted to 
acquire, the parcels that he already owned and were accruing value, as well as land that became 
available for sale. He would keep a property only as long as seemed prudent (Johnson).    
  Double Jaw has a woodland etymology.  It is an abbreviated nomenclature for a 
traditional style of animal leg trap once used by the fur trappers who worked in this area.  When 
the two opposing arched jaws of the spring-loaded device were released, they closed upon the leg 
of an animal unlucky enough to have trod upon the trigger plate.  Still in use today, non-trappers 
regard such traps as inhumane. (Minnesota Trappers Assoc).   
   Four Pipe derives from the timespan needed to smoke a pipe of tobacco, and it was 
sometimes used to gauge other activities.  Sherlock Holmes measured the duration of his 
contemplations by pipe length, once telling Watson that an especially vexing case posed "a three 
pipe problem."  This somewhat arbitrary measurement system can be extended to hint at 
distances covered, or the number of "smoke breaks" allotted along a lengthy voyageurs' portage.  
A four-pipe excursion probably would be longer than a mile, but although there is exaggeration 
here, Four Pipe is still SM's longest run (Soyoung).    
 Scissor Bill is a pejorative reference to a union holdout or a strikebreaker.  The term was 
used by labor organizer Joe Hill of the International Workers of the World (the "Wobblies") to 
brand an isolated worker who refused union membership, and who might even secretly be in 
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collusion with management.  Hill was executed in Utah in 1915 on dubious charges.  The 
commemorative folk song "Joe Hill" was made famous by Pete Seeger during the Depression, 
and was performed by Joan Baez at Woodstock.  A version also was later recorded by Bruce 
Springsteen.  The scissor image may imply attempts to sever solidarity among workers 
(libcom.org). 
 Potato Creek Johnny (John Perrett) was a prospector in the 1880s Black Hills gold strike. 
He reportedly found a huge nugget that other miners suspected had been fabricated by melting 
smaller nuggets together.  He nonetheless became a minor celebrity in the area, and is buried in 
Deadwood near Calamity Jane and Wild Bill Hickok (legendsofamerica.com).  
 A bindle stiff is a hobo who hops freight trains.  Ken Buehler of Duluth's Depot Railroad 
Museum notes that this was a common appellation for a vagrant during the Depression.  His 
"bindle" (bundle) was often a bedroll that wrapped up all his personal possessions.  With two rail 
lines running near SM, this seems an appropriate choice for a trail name (Buehler).   
 Sky hooker is logging jargon that identifies the worker who stands atop the logs being 
piled on a sledge or railroad flat car.  It was his job to position the logs as they were being 
winched up and stacked, and to then secure them in place, usually with chains.  This was an 
especially hazardous job since the huge logs were piled to prodigious heights, and were capable 
of swinging and rolling (Appendix 14). 
 Blue ruin is a borrowed British term for low quality, poorly distilled homemade gin.  Of 
questionable purity, contaminants gave it a bluish tinge, and it was purportedly responsible for 
rendering an imbiber "ruined" the next morning (victorianlondon.com).  Few rural areas have 
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been without the occasional illicit moonshine still, and the hillsides of Spirit Mountain are 
rumored to have concealed practitioners of this revered underground American tradition.     
 A gandy dancer was a railroadman whose vigorous physical labors were crucial before 
the days of automated tie-tamping and rail alignment machinery. The centrifugal force exerted 
on curved railroad trackage by continual train traffic ultimately distorted the track spacing and 
the alignment necessary for safe operation of trains.  Gangs of workers used the collective 
mechanical advantage of long iron "lining bars" to manually correct this problem (Appendix 15). 
The bars were reportedly made in Chicago by the Gandy Tool and Shovel Company.  Working 
under a supervisor who sang out rhythmic cadences, the "dancers" heaved on the bars in 
choreographed unison, and their combined leverage would realign the tracks (icrr.net/terms, 
Buehler). 
 Bear Claw was so named in recognition of the early Native American presence on Spirit 
Mountain.  Connected to the area's original inhabitants, and concerned with woodland lore rather 
than with industrial jargon, it is based upon the traditional importance of the bear claw or bear 
paw images to the Indians who resided in the forests of this northern region (Monson).   
 Cinder Snapper may have been suggested by either of two possible usages.  In a steel 
mill, this term identified a worker who channeled molten pig iron from the blast furnace through 
troughs leading to molds, while also skimming off the slag before the iron could harden into 
ingots.  It was among the most dangerous jobs in the plant (Census Bureau Index of 
Occupations).  There was, of course, once a US Steel plant in Morgan Park/Gary just west of 
Spirit Mountain.  It was closed and abandoned in 1972, just as SM was being planned.  
Alternately, the term was used in reference to a railroad worker who rode on an uncovered rail 
car.  Steam locomotives were infamous for belching small firebox cinders out of their 
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smokestacks.  Many are the rail workers who have been injured or inconvenienced by being 
snapped in the eye by one of these minute airborne particles (icrr.net/terms). 
 As some of the original ski runs have been merged and reconfigured, some names have 
been reused.  Compare relative name assignments between the trail maps reproduced in 
Appendix 13 (1978), and Appendix 21 (2012).      
> Chair Lifts 
 All of SM's original ski lifts were manufactured by the now defunct Hall Ski Lift 
Company of Watertown, New York, and were installed by that company's technicians.  Basic 
technical specifications on the lifts, as provided by former Lift Maintenance Manager Joe 
Germann, indicate that they were typical for the 1970s timeframe.  All were of a "fixed-grip" 
design, meaning that each individual chair was permanently attached to the supporting cable. 
Primary uphill motion was provided by electrical motors at the bottoms of the lifts.  Lifts B and 
C were both configured to carry three patrons per chair, and were powered by 125 horsepower 
motors.  The dual two-passenger D-Lifts were powered by sixty horsepower motors, as was E-
Lift on the beginners' hill.  All lifts had back-up gasoline engines that could be started in case of 
electrical power outages, although lift speed was much reduced when they were engaged.  In 
such events, the geared-down emergency motor was used only to transport patrons already 
aboard the affected lift to the top of the hill.  B-Lift was the furthest chair north and would 
service the steeper runs.  C-Lift provided uphill transport for the central runs, and it originally 
terminated at the chalet (Germann). 
 The longest and most consistent ski slope, Four Pipe, was ultimately served by the two 
shorter double lifts designated D1 and D2, starting from just above the DWP tracks.  It is worth 
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mentioning here that the engineers who had planned SM, and who were now overseeing its 
construction, were not complacent or timid when shortcomings were spotted.  Upon further 
consideration, Sno-Engineering supervisors had recalculated the uphill lift capacity relative to 
the potential skier usage on Four Pipe.  They found the planned single lift's capacity insufficient.  
At this juncture, they suggested the addition of a second "D-Lift" to run parallel to the original 
one.  Funds were redesignated to accomplish this, and the dual D-lifts resulted (Germann).   
 Germann added that the very short E-Lift ran from just above the chalet to serve the 
beginners' hill.  Catering mostly to children, it typically was run at a very slow rate of speed.  
The originally installed lifts, then, from north to south, ran thus:  B-Lift (1750 feet), C-Lift (2050 
feet), D1 and D2-Lifts (1800 feet each), and E-Lift (650 feet).  The relative positions and lengths 
of these various lifts may be visualized by again referring to Appendix 13.   
        According to Denny Monson, it was in 1985 that C-Lift was extended past the chalet, and 
very nearly to the rerouted Skyline Drive at the top of the hill.  This added about 900 feet to its 
length so that it henceforth covered 2950 feet in total.  The now abandoned original concrete 
footings poured for the top bull wheel are still evident next to the chalet.  The beginners' run was 
relocated at that time to a repurposed and newly recontoured area once occupied by SM's 
swimming pool. This location had a much shallower slope angle and was a perfect place to 
install a "magic carpet" lift: a slow-moving glorified conveyor belt that transports young skiers 
uphill in a standing position. E-Lift was soon dismantled, and was transported and reinstalled in 
1987 at the small City-owned Chester Bowl ski hill in eastern Duluth, immediately adjacent to 
the former Chester Park ski jumps once frequented by George Hovland.  That ski area's manager, 
Thom Storm, recalls that the lift's new position there was selected by Salo Engineering, and most 
of the installation was completed by Spirit Mountain personnel, largely under the supervision of 
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SM lift mechanic Rick Hartzell (Storm).  Examination of the SMRA archives suggested a trade-
off was negotiated:  after a warm and lean ski season in 1985, the Duluth City Council had 
authorized an emergency loan to the SMRA for meeting its operating expenses.  It was proposed 
that payback of part of this debt might be excused if a decommissioned SM lift was installed at  
Chester Bowl near the venerable but decrepit ski jumps that were dismantled in 2014.  This offer 
was seized upon, and the lift was subsequently refurbished and installed at Chester Park where it 
is still in use (Storm). 
> The Ski Chalet 
 The original SM chalet built in the summer of 1974 (Appendix 16), was considerably 
more compact than the expansive complex on the site today.  The current building is nearly three 
times the length of the first structure (Appendix 17).  Designed by William Moser of 
Architectural Resources in Duluth after extensive engineering studies, the three story structure 
housed administrative offices, a bar/restaurant, ski rental area, snack bar, booting areas, lunch 
tables, gift shop, ski school quarters, and ski patrol medical facilities.  During its first years, 
Spirit Mountain sold daily lift passes outside near the main chalet entrance (Waters).  Just 
opposite this uphill entrance into the chalet were two outdoor ticket booths.  The rationale was to 
avoid the clutter and hazard of having skis brought into the building.  Multiple ski racks allowed 
patrons to watch their skis while purchasing their lift tickets outdoors (Monson).  The sidewalks 
in front of the chalet have since been replaced, but an older Google Earth view shows that the 
original cobblestone walkway with the two extensions to the ticket booths survived until 2013, 
and they illustrate where the outdoor huts were located (Appendix 18).   
        Virtually all interior walls in the original chalet were non-loadbearing, and so partitions 
could be added or removed with relative ease.  Plumbing and electrical, were, of course, more 
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permanently affixed, but the heating and ventilation ducts were typically suspended from open 
vaulted ceilings, and were very much in plain view.  This emphasis upon practicality is evident 
throughout both the original and the additional sections of the existing chalet configuration.  
Architect Bill Moser prescribed massive bolted support beams in both internal and exterior 
aspects of the building, and did not attempt to camouflage their presence or their purpose 
(Monson). 
 It should be mentioned that there still is a widespread misconception regarding the 
geographical orientation of the SM ski facility.  The location of the setting sun gives a hint to 
those experienced in outdoor craft.  A quick check of a Duluth map, or better still a perusal of 
Google Earth satellite views, demonstrate that the ski runs are positioned in almost exactly an 
east-west direction. The tops of the runs are at the western end, and skiers are moving due east 
when heading downhill.  Additionally, the perspective from the hilltop chalet is deceiving.  
Denny Monson comments that the long axis of the chalet is within a few degrees of a precise 
north-south line.  These directional realities are not readily apparent from Grand Avenue, nor 
from the tops of the runs.  Motorists in Superior, Wisconsin, across the St. Louis River, however, 
can easily see that driving west on Belknap Street or Twenty-First Street allows them to look 
directly up Spirit Mountain's ski runs on the Duluth hillside.  Grand Avenue at the foot of the ski 
hills follows the St. Louis River, and so has a northeast-southwest orientation, thus it too can 
skew viewers' perspectives (Carlson).   
> Initial Ski Area Successes 
 The earlier years at SM were frantic.  Patronage far exceeded expectations.  Parking 
places were occasionally insufficient.  Runs were crowded and ski lift lines were long.  The 
chalet was congested.  Nancy Waters, who has worked at SM since its inception, told of money 
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being collected so fast at the outdoor ticket booths on the weekends that it went largely 
uncounted, and was surreptitiously transported inside to the vault in grocery bags or cardboard 
boxes.  Serving today as SM's Group Sales and Banquet Director, Waters commenced her 
employment while still in high school, before the foundation for the chalet had been poured.  The 
original SMRA office was in rented quarters above the Gopher Restaurant on Central Avenue in 
West Duluth (Waters). 
 The SMRA had hoped to realize a total first season profit of $60,000.  Season's passes 
had been available for sale since the preceding summer. With an adult daily lift ticket priced at 
$9.00, they realized sales of over $60,000 within the first two months of operation.  Total profits 
for the first season were $165,000.  Note that this was in 1975 dollars.  Converted to 2014 
values, this equates to over $900,000.   
 Early Spirit Mountain also was a destination for patrons who did not ski. The Moosehead 
Saloon on the chalet's top floor was a local hotspot nearly every night of the week.  Popular 
bands were often booked there, and Monson recalls that on more than one occasion the fire 
marshal expressed dismay about the size of the crowds that gathered.  Skiers sometimes 
complained that after the lifts shut down at 10 pm, they could not find a place to sit in the 
Moosehead Saloon because it was already so overcrowded.  Additional parking lots were created 
after the first very successful ski season to relieve vehicle overload around the chalet (Monson).  
 While most of the runs were lighted for night skiing, some trails were roped off and 
closed at sunset.  Specifically, patrons were expected to not ski on Juggler Joe or Cinder Snapper 
after dark.  In these earliest years, of course, Timber Cruiser, the Terrain Park, and A-Lift did not 
exist (Appendix 13).  The ski patrol did not go onto unlighted runs at night, and did not conduct 
a trail sweep of them at closing.  Younger patrons soon discovered that wooded areas and rock 
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formations on both the north and south extremities of SM provided excellent evening outdoor 
party facilities.  Bonfires were not uncommon, and the ski patrol had reason to believe that 
assorted varieties of psychotropics were occasionally being utilized amid the trees.  Jim Gearns, 
a veteran patroller since SM's first season, recalls that although SM management had concerns, 
very few problems resulted from this frivolity, and the kids most often cleaned up the area and 
looked after each other.   
> Snowmaking and Water Supply 
 In 1973, while potential ski runs were being cleared of trees and graded, and while land 
surveys were being completed to pinpoint locations for the footings of chairlift towers, piping 
was also being laid to carry water for snowmaking.  This water was to be supplied from along 
the Grand Avenue corridor (Carlson).  Duluth Water and Gas Department still maintains both a 
twenty-inch and a twelve-inch water main there.  Duluth's water comes from Lake Superior at a 
pumping and purification plant on the North Shore, about three miles east of Lester River.  This 
is over eighteen miles from Spirit Mountain.  This water is very pure as it comes from the Lake, 
but it is nonetheless filtered, chlorinated, and fluoridated at the pumping station.  According to 
Duluth Utilities Supervisor Greg Guerrero, water enters eastern Duluth through three thirty-six 
inch mains, and the pipe diameters decrease with westward extension.  
  Snowmaking guns consume prodigious quantities of water, and there are two 
problematic aspects to SM securing its water from the local potable water distribution network.  
First of all, costs associated with acquisition and purification of the water must be borne by all 
users, even if some of the water will not be consumed by humans.  Water used for snowmaking 
need not be processed in the same ways as drinking water, but it is available only in that potable 
form.  Secondly, the amounts of available City water expended for snowmaking can have a 
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negative impact on water distribution to neighborhoods further west beyond SM.  Guerrero notes 
that levels must be maintained in reservoirs to assure adequate supplies are available for home 
consumption, industry, firefighting, and pressurization of lines.  Spirit Mountain has on occasion 
used snowmaking water at such a rate as to cause lowering of reservoir levels: they simply are 
consuming it faster than the city's western mains can supply it. Guerrero also explains that the 
water volume and pressure required for snowmaking place excessive stresses upon the existing 
infrastructure as well. When additional booster pumps are engaged to increase flow to the higher 
elevations at SM, older and vulnerable sections of the water mains are placed under undue 
pressures, and blow-outs have occurred (Guerrero). 
 To deal with the costs and the results of diverting these excessive quantities of water for 
SM snowmaking, the SMRA has long wished to have direct access to the St. Louis River as a 
water source.  First formally proposed in 2009, bypassing the municipal water network could 
facilitate SM's operation, increase its rate of snow production, and save enormous sums besides.  
State approval, and sufficient bonding are progressing, and SM hopes to be able to access river 
water for snowmaking by the 2015-16 ski season.  The amount of water consumed, of course, 
depends upon the quantity and timing of natural snowfall, but having a source independent of the 
City is regarded as preferable (Mattson). 
> Expanding Services 
 Once Skyline Parkway was diverted to skirt above SM, the Authority began construction 
on other projects in addition to the ski hills.  Located above Skyline, clearing for the planned 
expansive cross-country ski trail complex was commenced.  It included interconnected loops that 
allowed excursions of up to 20 kilometers (12 miles).  A warming and booting hut was 
constructed.  Also proposed in the original plans was a stable where horses could be rented for 
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summer riding along the cross-country ski trails.  This project was never competed.  There still 
exists a campground immediately adjacent, although the original nearby tennis courts are no 
longer maintained.  A skating rink was also proposed, but was never built (Monson).   
 Still located near the top of the hill today are fourteen small pod-like residences, some 
above and some below Skyline.  An easy walk from the slopes, these "Mountain Villas" were 
available for purchase to interested patrons (Appendix 19).  They were constructed by an 
independent investor rather than by the Authority.  Managed and maintained today by a rental 
agency, they are available on a time-share basis when not being used by their respective private 
owners (Johnson). 
 Very near to the originally-configured main chalet, a smaller separate building also was 
constructed, the first floor of which dates to the second year of SM's operation.  This building's 
original architecture and its purpose are largely unknown to many people who currently ski at 
SM.  Added to the hilltop complex in 1979 was a large outdoor swimming pool.  It was located 
in the area now utilized by beginning skiers immediately outside the expanded chalet complex.  
The single-story structure mentioned was a dedicated pool support building.  Located about 115 
feet north of the chalet, it housed locker rooms, showers, a sauna, and lifeguard offices.  This 
30x60 building ultimately would be absorbed and incorporated into an enlarged chalet by an 
extensive second story walkway. The long axis of the original main chalet structure was about 
130 feet.  Multiple additions were ultimately to bring the current length to over 400 feet 
(Monson). The original configuration of two buildings and the features mentioned may be 
difficult to envision.  The illustrative aerial photograph shown in Appendix 20 may be helpful.  It 
was taken before the chalet's expansions, the addition of the second story walkway, and the 
removal of the swimming pool.  
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> Topographical Realities 
 The SM terrain is irregular, containing many imposing geological features.  Natural and 
manmade snow evens out and conceals the land's excessive contours during the colder months, 
and it makes the runs skiable.  Under the groomed winter snow, however, there are immense 
bedrock outcroppings and partially buried ice-age boulders deposited in abundance by retreating 
glaciers. Also evident are several sizable gullies and streams that carry snow and rain runoff 
down the hillside to the St. Louis River below.  For these reasons, and because early planners 
envisioned possibilities for eventual area enlargement, there was no top-to-bottom vehicular 
roadway included in the original plans.  This has been a constant source of annoyance to 
administrators and maintenance personnel.  An existing narrow dirt road along Knowlton Creek 
was maintained for a while, but it was subject to frequent washouts.  The Duluth flood of 2012 
doomed any further usefulness.  Line-of-sight, it is less than a mile from the top of SM to the 
bottom. To get there while driving a street-legal vehicle, whether in summer or in winter, 
however, one must travel nearly six miles by public roadway.  Transit involves using Skyline 
Parkway, the I-35 freeway, and then passing on Highway 23 through business and residential 
areas in western Duluth.  It is a long way around.  In bad weather or in heavy traffic, the drive 
may take over a half-hour.  A hillside access road, however, still is not in any long-term 
development plans (Carlson). 
.> Phase II 
 The first decade at SM had exceeded everyone's expectations.  The installation had 
invigorated the formerly bland winter months for many in the Twin Ports, and had made skiing 
accessible to multitudes.  As was predicted by the Duluth legislative delegation when requesting 
passage of the Act that created the SMRA, the introduction of skiing facilities into new areas is 
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good for that industry generally.  By creating additional consumers, SM helped foster growth of 
skiing across the State.  Lutsen Ski Area on the North Shore, which had feared and protested 
against the construction of SM, found that skier visits to their area increased rather than 
decreased after SM opened (Hovland, Johnson). 
  This is not to suggest that every season was a profitable one.  Any outdoor activity can be 
alternately frozen, deluged, or roasted by assorted hostile meteorological assaults.  It can be 
supposed that any farmer would attest to the constant possibility of damages by inclement 
weather.  So it is with the ski industry.  During early winters having especially warm 
temperatures, it may not be possible to lay down a good base of resilient man-made snow.  
Alternately, in years with protracted cold spells, fewer skiers are likely to venture out, thereby 
reducing revenue.  And some winters see very little natural snowfall.  Skier patronage, then, 
clearly can be affected by weather and climate.  As an example, the exceptionally bitter winter of 
2013-14 saw marked decreases in skier patronage across Minnesota, and resultant reduced 
revenues.  Still, skiers of every age bracket, many of them new to the sport, had availed 
themselves of SM's services in its first decade.  Promotional brochures portrayed families skiing 
together.  Ageing veterans and enthusiastic toddlers alike could be regularly observed on the 
slopes, and SM promoted and encouraged a wide user base (Johnson). 
 With the region's acceptance and patronage of the SM ski area, the resultant wear and tear 
on the infrastructure necessitated some replacements and improvements after the first decade of 
operation.  Ski boots quickly abrade carpeting, so during the 1985-86 season, the entire chalet 
was carpeted anew.  Some roofing repair work also was completed.  The exposed location of the 
chalet on the hilltop makes it especially vulnerable to high winds and heavy precipitation, so 
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some roof areas demanded remedial attention.  Faded or peeling wooden fascia was freshly 
stained.  About $400,000 was expended for these projects (Monson). 
 Meanwhile, the swimming pool was buried.  Its sides were pulled in, and fill material was 
deposited, packed, and graded to make a smoothly sloping ground surface.  Never as popular as 
had been predicted, and a constant source of maintenance problems, the pool was entombed with 
little fanfare or lamentation.  After further tree removal and the installation of a handle tow, this 
gently sloping parcel ultimately would become the beginning skiers' area.  It is doubtful that 
youngsters using this hill today realize that they are skiing over a buried swimming pool.  Since 
it is much closer to the chalet, non-skiing parents can today stay inside and still watch their 
youngsters taking lessons or skiing immediately outside the window, says SM's Manager of 
Educational Programs Heidi Jo Karlsson.  
 The SMRA and the area management at that time had come to embrace an originally 
rejected design recommendation that C-lift should run all the way to the top of the hill near 
Skyline Parkway instead of terminating at the chalet.  To effect this scheme, in 1985 the short 
double-chair E-lift (serving the original beginners' area that then started above the chalet) was 
removed.  Additional towers were positioned to allow an extension of C-lift past the chalet.  The 
top bull wheel was removed from alongside the chalet, and new concrete footings for it were 
poured about 900 linear feet further uphill.  This change in lift configurations resulted in skiers 
now being able to get from the bottom of SM back to its highest point in a single lift ride, and 
few would deny that the gentle grade at the former swimming pool site was more hospitable to 
neophyte skiers.  As mentioned, after removal at SM, the short E-lift was transported, modified, 
and installed for the 1987-88 season at the Chester Bowl ski hill in Duluth's East End (Monson, 
Storm).  
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 In order to better accommodate the hordes of skiers that regularly descended upon SM 
(especially on weekends), additional booting, seating, and lunch areas were desperately needed.  
The former swimming pool offices located about 115 feet from the main chalet were modified to 
become the center of an additional patron-centered structure.  The gap between the two buildings 
also was bridged by an elevated twenty-foot wide enclosed walkway that allowed skiers the 
ability to move among the facilities in the complex without going outside.  This facilitated access 
to food services, washrooms, and the bar. The walkway itself was wide enough to accommodate 
additional lunch tables (Monson).  The aerial photograph (Appendix 20) taken in the earlier 
1980s shows the Phase I chalet, the swimming pool, and the original single-story design of this 
adjacent pool building.  With the demise of the pool in 1984, a second story was to be added to 
this 30x60 foot pool building.  Its original design as a summer structure was abandoned, and it 
was repurposed to better serve winter's skiers.  A large room that mirrored the architecture of the 
original chalet occupied the entire new second floor, providing the desired areas for additional 
seating and boot-up.  Opening in 1985-86, this loft was christened the Eagle's Nest Chalet 
(Monson). 
 Snowmaking technology was advancing during these years, and machines were now 
being manufactured which could produce greater quantities of snow per hour.  Additionally, 
pumps and water additives had been devised that allowed snow to be made at higher 
temperatures, just slightly below the freezing point.  SM invested in several of these newer snow 
guns to enhance snow production capabilities. Recently retired Director of Operations Mike 
Carlson attested that snowmaking is an intricate art.  Many highly variable aspects are 
continuously considered by experts: water temperature, ambient air temperature, air humidity, 
gun nozzle specifications, water clarity and filter considerations, water additives, crystal 
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nucleation parameters, etc.  Complex physics is involved in making decisions about how best to 
lay down man-made snow. Some experts maintain that the best snow is made at an air 
temperature under twenty degrees Fahrenheit, but water additives and better machinery can now 
sometimes make possible the production of decent snow at temperatures very near thirty-two 
degrees.  This is most helpful early in the ski season when temperatures may rise above freezing 
during the day (Carlson). 
 From a long-range standpoint, the most significant event in Phase II was the 
abandonment of the Duluth Winnipeg and Pacific rail line that interposed between the bottom of 
SM's runs and Grand Avenue.  Retired DWP supervisor Chuck Gillman narrated how the DWP 
was absorbed by the Canadian National Railroad, how its West Duluth switchyard was relocated 
to Pokegama near Superior, Wisconsin, and how the route of their main line northward to 
Virginia, Minnesota, was modified.  The tracks passing through SM were no longer needed after 
1985, and the easement reverted to the City of Duluth.  Upon being vacated, this narrow corridor 
would no longer present an impediment to SM's ski runs.  Upgrades in rail line management had 
already allowed many stretches of DWP rail to be consolidated into one main line, instead of the 
traditional inbound and outbound pairs of tracks.  With cooperative agreements on track usage 
among the area's railroads, and the subsequent rerouting of some train traffic, the DWP had won 
Interstate Commerce Commission approval to vacate its West Duluth tracks (Gillman).  
  The rail right-of-way through SM could now be crossed, and some ski runs could be 
lengthened.  The most evident result of this track abandonment was the installation of SM's first 
high-speed detachable chair lift.  The bottoms of all of SM's runs and lifts hitherto had 
necessarily terminated uphill of the DWP tracks, but since it now became possible to remove all 
tracks along the railroad grade, SM cleared trees, smoothed terrain, and thereby added another 
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650 linear feet and 85 vertical feet to the Four Pipe intermediate-difficulty run with no fear of 
skier-train confrontations (Monson).  A perusal of the early map in Appendix 13 showing SM's 
original ski run configuration, and a comparison to the current map (Appendix 21) will make 
evident the increased length of the Four Pipe run.  While the DWP tracks were being employed, 
all ski runs terminated above this set line.  After abandonment of the trackage, Four Pipe was 
extended downhill, and the longer Express I lift was subsequently installed.   
 The long abandoned Great Northern tracks (now the Munger Bike Trail) were below 
Grand Avenue where they pass current Spirit Mountain.  The Duluth Missabe and Iron Range 
Railroad (now also Canadian National) tracks curve northward into Proctor before reaching 
Spirit Mountain.  Since the decommissioning and removal of the DWP tracks, all train traffic in 
this area of Duluth now stays either below Grand Avenue or well above Spirit Mountain.  All 
this trackage currently is managed by CN and the Burlington Northern Santa Fe Railroads.   
> Express I 
 All of SM's first ski lifts were of the fixed-chair design.  Simple and dependable, such 
lifts have chairs that are permanently attached to the revolving cable.  Typically driven by an 
electric motor that is geared down to turn a massive drive pulley called a bull wheel, the chairs 
are spaced along the cable to allow time for skiers to position themselves in the loading area 
prior to being "scooped up" by a chair and transported up the hill.  At the top terminal, the skiers 
must push off from the chair and onto an exit ramp before the chair starts its turn around the top 
bull wheel. When running at standard speeds, inexperienced skiers may have troubles contending 
with fixed lifts (Germann). 
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 A much more complex lift design, but one that is more user-friendly, is the high-speed 
detachable chair configuration.  With this type of uphill conveyance, each individual chair is 
removed from the swiftly moving cable at both the bottom and the top of the hill.  Once 
removed, the chair is slowly shuttled around the bull wheel by a trolley system.  Skiers loading at 
the bottom can be almost leisurely about positioning themselves for pickup, since the shuttle-
driven chair will slowly creep forward toward them from behind.  At a point where all chair 
occupants (four skiers) have been seated, the chair accelerates to match the speed of the cable, 
and the mechanism activates a cable "grip" to reattach the chair to it.  This type of lift is called 
"high-speed" for good reason:  cable speed can be over a thousand feet per minute, so the uphill 
ride is brief but speedy.  At the top, the chair is once again detached from the cable, decelerated, 
and the skiers' exit is much less threatening (Germann).   
 Spirit Mountain became the first ski area in Minnesota with a detachable chair upon the 
installation of the "444" Express I lift in 1985-86.  The nomenclature referred to a four-person 
lift, being four thousand feet in length, and capable of uphill transport in four minutes.  Sadly, 
Joe Germann confirmed that the 444 was of questionable design: a hybrid using parts from 
multiple European suppliers.  Ski areas that installed this model soon became aware that the 
various components did not always function together well.  Very few such lifts were imported 
into the US, and the 444 was a source of continued trouble for SM.  When running as promoted, 
it rapidly carried patrons uphill, but frequent breakdowns limited average transport.  One major 
flaw was in the design of the clamps for attaching and detaching the chairs.  Inconsistent 
reliability notwithstanding, once the express lift was installed, one of the two adjacent twin 
fixed-chair lifts (D1 and D2) was removed.  D2 was sold to a ski area out of state (Germann).  
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Again, after DWP rail line abandonment, the bottom of the 444 could be placed 600 feet further 
downhill than was the bottom of D1, as Appendix 21 illustrates.   
 Other Phase II operations during 1987-88 included an additional ski run, tree removal to 
widen other runs, the construction of a maintenance building near the bottom of the hill to house 
and maintain grooming and snow making equipment, and the purchase of two groomers that 
could smooth and till the snow at a faster rate.  Additional snow guns were procured, and a 
bulldozer purchased.  Expenditures on these procurements and projects surpassed two million 
dollars (SMRA Annual Financial Report 1988).  
 The 1988-89 and 1989-90 fiscal years saw upgrades to office facilities, further slope 
contouring, the purchase of 1,200 new pairs of rental skis, and yet another addition to the chalet.  
This increased the north-south length of the chalet complex to 400 feet.  Recall that the original 
1974 portion of the chalet was only 130 feet long.  This latest addition was two stories, the lower 
floor becoming an enlarged ski rental area, and the second story containing another 
booting/lunch room called the Bear Paw Chalet.  Expenditures for the two-year period from 1988 
to 1990 approached two million dollars (SMRA Annual Financial Reports 1989 and 1990).  
 As mentioned earlier, the original chalet architecture utilized an open beam support 
system.  This contributed a spacious ambiance and facilitated internal modifications by allowing 
partitioning to be easily erected or moved.  Exposed rough sawn timbers were supported on 
massive posts, with both joists and rafters left clearly visible.  Horizontal support beams were of 
doubled 4 x 12 inch pine, and roof trusses measured 4 x 24 inches.  Roof slope was a standard 
4/12 pitch: about an eighteen degree angle.  Steel plates were fabricated to anchor interior cross 
members to each other, and to the upright support columns. The heads of the massive bolts, nuts, 
and lag screws used to attach the plates were left purposely exposed.  The substantial woodwork 
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and fixation hardware impart an image of extreme solidity.  Each subsequent addition to the 
original chalet maintained the same fifteen-foot rafter and joist centers, and this aesthetic 
symmetry allowed consistent window sizing.  Two-foot diameter ventilation and heating 
ductwork was suspended from the rafters along the total length of the building. The exterior of 
the entire chalet was embellished by repeating the timbering motif of its interior (Monson).
 Snowboarding was then becoming increasingly popular across the US, and although at 
first prohibited at SM, the management came to realize the lost income potential.  Once allowed 
locally, SM was soon at the forefront among Midwest ski areas in accommodating this new 
interest.  Additional areas on the southern aspect of the property were cleared in 1993 to 
construct a "terrain park" with exaggerated topographical features to be used primarily by 
snowboarders.  A creative assortment of configurations was constructed.  The SMRA viewed 
snowboarding as a means of attracting new patrons, and in order to cater to this new clientele it 
was determined to construct an installation at SM especially for boarders (Mattson). 
   Diverse jumps were designed, rails installed, and a half-pipe was constructed.  
Maintaining the configuration of the half-pipe necessitated the purchase of a specialized 
grooming device, but it was decided that having an assortment of terrain features that catered to 
snowboarders would promote season's pass sales to younger people, and would make SM a 
desirable site for boarders to visit if their home areas lacked the space or the inclination to add 
such features. To facilitate uphill transport of terrain park users, another ski lift was added.  
Designated A-lift, this four-place lift was of a fixed-chair design.  From very early in the terrain 
park's development, SM focused upon designing and implementing an installation of exceptional 
quality.  Opening in 1994, it was very soon recognized as the largest and finest such park in this 
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area of the country, and it became a destination for snowboarders and extreme skiers from a wide 
radius (Carlson, Monson, Germann).  
 Improvements have continued in the "Big Air" terrain park. When interest in the half-
pipe waned, this feature was abandoned in 2011, and the specialized grooming machinery that 
had been necessary to maintain it was sold.  The remaining jumps and features can be groomed 
with conventional snow maintenance machines.  Many such features have been added, moved, 
improved, or rejected and removed as the seasons pass. The terrain park has a cadre of 
specialized workers who maintain its unique features, and the patrons using this area are close-
knit and cooperative in aiding with creation, modification, and upkeep.  It is not unusual to see a 
volunteer platoon of younger boarders armed with shovels and assiduously grooming terrain 
features.  Several of the park's attractions have been locally designed and constructed by the 
personnel who work there (Carlson). 
> Phase III 
 In SM's own terminology, improvements and additions are assigned to specific periods 
called phases.  The differentiation has not been dependent upon political or managerial aspects, 
but more typically upon sequences of planned projects and fulfillment of objectives.   
 The original "444" detachable chair lift was installed during Phase II for the 1986 ski 
season.   As mentioned, this lift was never wholly predictable.  The assorted accessory systems 
did not interact as expected, and some problematic aspects could never be satisfactorily or 
permanently remedied.  Other unforeseen glitches also arose.  The "444" (or Express I) originally 
had a clear plastic bubble on each chair that could be lowered to shelter riders from the wind and 
weather on the uphill chair ride.  It is easy to calculate that moving at 1,000 feet per minute 
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equates to a lift speed of over ten miles per hour.  Even on a calm day, the protective bubbles 
helped to combat a troublesome de facto wind chill effect for the chair occupants.  
 Unfortunately, these bubbles also were constantly vandalized, and the plastic also proved 
to be subject to cracking as it became more brittle in frigid temperatures.  Additionally, the 
orientation of the lift, and the prevailing winds in the area doomed the tip-up shields to other 
continual maintenance problems.  So great were the troubles and expenses that the bubbles 
eventually were removed altogether.  As the lift's mechanical and electrical systems became 
increasingly unreliable, replacement of the 444 became an inevitable objective to be addressed in 
the next phase (Germann).  
 When replacements for worn or broken parts could no longer be procured from the 
manufacturers in Italy or Austria, it became necessary to have a machine shop fabricate such 
parts from scratch.  This often was an expensive proposition.  The decision thus was made to 
replace Express I entirely rather than trying any longer to nurse it along.  Having contracted for a 
new lift with Leitner-Poma Corporation, an established and respected chairlift and gondola 
manufacturer, SM began removing the impaired Express I lift in the spring of 2012.  That all 
aspects of the design, manufacture, and installation of the replacement Express II lift were this 
time being managed by one company instilled confidence, and after working all summer and fall, 
the new lift came on line in December of 2012.  Smoother, more robust, and faster, Express II 
was microprocessor controlled and was considered a vast improvement.  The only significant 
glitch was a premature electric motor failure early in December of 2013 that shut the new lift 
down for a week.  The motor was still well within the manufacturer's warranty period.  It was 
removed and sent to Minneapolis for rewinding, and the lift was again operational before schools 
adjourned for the 2013 holiday break (Monson, Germann).   
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 As previously mentioned, growing significance was being attached to pumping St. Louis 
River water uphill for snowmaking purposes.  There are subtle differences between the crystal 
structures of natural snow and "manufactured" snow.  Engineered snow has a tenacity that makes 
it ideal for an early season base layer on the ski slopes, but should the weather be uncooperative, 
these operations must be postponed until the temperature cools, and ski areas then must race to 
catch up.  When snowmaking is intensive, there have been instances of reservoir levels falling to 
unsafe levels in western Duluth, and this has caused the Duluth Water and Gas Department to 
request that SM curtail its water consumption to allow reserves to be replenished (Guerrero).  
Such restrictions on the availability of water could further jeopardize a timely ski hill opening.  
Hopefully a natural snowfall ultimately will help to compensate for sparse early coverage.  To 
increase water availability, and to allow increased water pressures that would endanger Duluth's 
ageing water distribution system, escalating importance had been attached to using St. Louis 
River water as the source for snowmaking at SM.  Clearances from the Department of Natural 
Resources, and help with funding were necessities that would be aggressively pursued in Phase 
III (Mattson, Monson, Carlson). 
  The plans envisioned extending a pipeline from the base of SM, under Grand Avenue to 
the River, across Tallas Island close to the Minnesota shore, and thence into a deeper channel 
with year-around flowage where suitable water could be obtained in quantity.  This River water 
is unlikely to be as pure as Lake Superior water, and may sometimes be slightly tinted by 
dissolved materials.  Recall that drinking water piped into Duluth is obtained from inlet cribs 
nearly a mile offshore far east of Duluth.  Clear as it is, this water is nonetheless filtered and 
chlorinated prior to distribution via mains in the city.  River water pumped for snowmaking 
purposes will be untreated.  The St. Louis River estuary, however, is subject to occasional red 
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clay bank erosion, so water from this source may sometimes have a colored tinge to it.  This 
coloration is far more likely in the summer months when rain runoff is tainted by riverbank 
materials.  Suspended particles can be filtered from the water, but smaller dissolve matter cannot 
be readily removed. This tinting is not as probable in the winter months when the surface of the 
river is frozen over.  For the purposes of snowmaking, dissolved materials are nearly 
inconsequential, especially since water from the River may be obtained without cost, while SM's 
payments to Duluth for water can exceed $100,000 per year (Thomas). 
> Adventure Park 
 It is evident that with the early inclusion of a campground, tennis courts, swimming pool, 
etc., the SMRA envisioned SM offering outdoor recreation opportunities throughout the year. 
The riding stables never materialized, and the pool was problematic, but the desire remained to 
have SM provide summer as well as winter amusement.   
 In order to implement and reinforce this desire to be a four-season site, a Master Plan was 
jointly adopted in 2008 by the SMRA, the Duluth Planning Commission, Duluth Parks and 
Recreation, and the Duluth City Council.  Cognizant of the fickle nature of the Northland's 
weather, it was agreed that it is often necessary to spend money in order to position oneself to 
make money.  Thus a commitment was made to upgrades in the hilltop chalet, the replacement of 
the ageing Express I lift, the installation of a winter tubing park, the construction of a newer 
multipurpose chalet at the bottom of the hill accessible from Grand Avenue, and the 
development of an "adventure park" with a zip line and a modern "alpine coaster." (Mattson) 
(Appendix 22). 
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 The tubing park was contoured, and its specialized handle tow was installed in 2011.  
Popular with tour groups from churches and elementary schools, it is among SM's attractions that 
appeal even to non-skiers.  Indeed, in order to minimize impact injuries, tubing patrons are 
prohibited from wearing ski boots.  
 Minnesota's first Alpine Coaster (a trademark), the "Timber Twister", was opened at SM 
in the summer of 2012 (Appendix 22). It became instantly popular.  Quiet and resilient urethane 
wheels surrounding tubular tracks provide invigorating speeds while securing the sleds and 
preventing derailments from the supporting structure.  Unlike the older "alpine slides" that 
allowed sleds to roll out of the containment "trough", the Coaster permits increased speeds with 
greater safety, tight circular turns, and a tow back up the hill by means of a cable.  A regional 
destination for group excursions, the Adventure Park has become a popular attraction, but large 
crowds and necessary sled spacing sometimes necessitate a wait in line, according to Adventure 
Park Supervisor Erika Osterman.   
 Although a victim of cost overruns, and not constructed exactly as originally envisioned, 
the Grand Avenue Chalet (Appendix 23) nonetheless affords booting, dining, and warming area 
at the bottom of SM's hills and lifts.  The ski patrol also has an aid room in the building.  
Opening in 2014, and having parking, ski rental, and food services, this structure has proven 
especially useful to SM patrons who live in the western sections of Duluth (Johnson).  Recall 
that the street route between the bottom and top of SM's ski runs is over five miles long.  Having 
access to the Express II lift immediately outside the Grand Avenue chalet has made it popular 
with those who do not wish to drive all the way up to the hilltop facilities.  It is possible for 
patrons to actually ride a city bus to the lower chalet.  It is unlikely that many ski areas can make 
such a claim.   
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 Not included in the Master Plan of 2008, but seized upon as a means of attracting an 
additional group of patrons, SM opened a mountain bike park in 2013.  Professionally designed 
and constructed, the several gravity runs vary between tame and advanced.  Some are entirely 
within SM's undeveloped forests while others skirt established ski runs.  The Express II ski lift is 
operated to transport riders and bicycles back up the hill.  Banked turns, jumps, and steep drops 
are available to a diversity of riders ranging from neophytes to experts.  Part of the return route 
from the most southerly trails utilizes the abandoned Duluth Winnipeg and Pacific railroad right 
of way,  says Lift Technician Mark Hoffman.  This trail emerges from the woods and onto the 
Timber Cruiser ski run just uphill from the base of the Express II lift.  Brackets upon which to 
hang a bicycle are attached during the summer to the framework of each lift chair. Bikes can thus 
be transported uphill together with the cyclists (Hoffman).    
> Affiliated Organizations 
 Under a requirement imposed by insurance carriers, ski areas must have emergency 
medical services available to patrons.  Impressions that serious injuries cannot happen in the soft 
snow are fictitious, and as a consequence ski areas typically have in place a cadre of ski 
patrollers.  In the upper Midwest, the majority of ski area patrols are affiliated with the National 
Ski Patrol (NSP).  Adhering to a demanding medical curriculum called Outdoor Emergency Care 
(OEC), the NSP's OEC Technicians are trained to handle the types of injuries most often 
encountered in wilderness settings.  The course of study, endorsed by the American Academy of 
Orthopaedic Surgeons, is comprehensive, and annual upgrading and refreshing are required.  All 
patrollers are also trained in CPR to the professional rescuer level.  
 Prior to SM's debut season in 1974, the SMRA selected Phil Letourneau as its Ski Patrol 
Director.  A veteran skier, and previously a member of the patrol at nearby Mont du Lac Ski 
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Area, Phil was recruited to help train newly enlisted but inexperienced patrollers for SM.  He 
brought with him several certified patrollers, including Rod Monson who has been a member of 
the NSP since 1968.  Rod is the brother of former SM Director of Services Denny Monson.  Phil 
Letourneau remained as Patrol Director for twenty years.  Current Patrol Director Tom Gray 
boasts that with the 2014-15 ski season, there still are five veterans who have been continuously 
on SM's patrol since its founding: Jamie Howard, Jim Gearns, Bob Levander, Jim Melander, and 
Rod Monson.  
 The Spirit Mountain Ski Patrol is registered with the National Ski Patrol, and has a roster 
of about one hundred certified members.  There are patrollers on duty every hour that SM is open 
to patrons.  Many patrollers are in medical fields professionally, or are also engaged in other 
rescue-oriented enterprises.  Examples include nurses, firefighters, paramedics/EMTs, physical 
therapists, counselors, and even a couple of physicians (Gray). 
 In order to accommodate and encourage beginning skier and snowboarders, it is 
customary for ski areas to have a ski school in place.  Spirit Mountain has a Snowsports School 
with instructors certified by the Professional Ski Instructors of America.  Newcomers can receive 
individualized tutoring by experienced teachers for nominal sums.  As with the ski patrol, ski 
instructors are available during all hours of area operation, according to Educational Programs 
Manager Heidi Jo Karlsson.  Recall that the original beginners' run was located some distance 
uphill of the chalet, and it utilized a conventional chairlift run at a reduced speed.  The current 
beginners' area is immediately outside the chalet, has a slope angle that is less intimidating, is 
serviced by lifts specifically designed for youngsters, and allows parents to gauge their kids' 
progress from an indoor vantage point.  
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 With the long winters of northern Minnesota, the state has produced some exceptional ski 
racers.  To foster and encourage racing, the Duluth-Superior Alpine Club has a core of dedicated 
coaches and students at SM.  It is not unusual to find the margin of a steeper ski run fenced off to 
allow a race course to be set for training.  Additionally, area high school and college ski teams 
practice at SM.  Under head coach Scott Ransom, Team Duluth racers have traditionally done 
well in United States Ski Association competitions.  Scott's wife, Gretchen Ransom, is SM's 
Safety and Sustainability Manager, is the administrative advisor to the volunteer ski patrol, and 
coordinates the area's recycling efforts.  
> Weather and Profits  
 Mentioned several times already in this account is the connection between meteorological 
realities and SM patronage.  One would not expect to find many summer fitness buffs out on 
inline skates during periods of intense precipitation.  One would not expect to find many 
kayakers paddling in fog or gale winds.  Runners may well be sparse when Duluth temperatures 
get into the ninety degree range.  Likewise, one would be surprised to discover many skiers on 
the slopes when the wind chill factor is in the forty or fifty degree below zero range  Typical 
purchasers of daily ski lift tickets are not likely to arrive in substantial numbers on such days.   
 The winter of 2013-14 was abysmally grim for ski areas across the entire northern tier of 
states.  It was one of the longest and coldest winters on record, and introduced the term "polar 
vortex" to the common lexicon.  Copious snowfalls notwithstanding, the seemingly interminable 
stretches of subzero days were much more likely to encourage TV time than ski time.  There 
were days when the half-dozen ski patrollers on duty outnumbered the recreational skiers present 
on the premises (Gray). 
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 As has happened before, SM consequently experienced a greatly reduced income.  The 
recent improvements and additions to the SM facilities turned out to have been badly timed, but 
no projection could have been made regarding the longer term fiscal advisability of these 
investments.  Among those who insist that SM should at least break even every year, some seem 
to quickly forget those seasons that were unusually profitable.  Figures supplied by SM's 
Director of Finance John Thomas, and authenticated by the required Minnesota State Auditor's 
audit, show, for example, that the 2011-12 ski season, which enjoyed propitious temperatures 
and generous snowfalls, earned the ski area over $660,000 dollars (Thomas, State Auditor's 
Office).  This was far in excess of budget projections and earnest hopes.  Fiscal upswings and 
downturns typically have a way of statistically smoothing themselves out toward a mean.  As this 
manuscript is being prepared, there has been another weather-induced cry for monetary 
profitability in a business that cannot always make accurate projections.  Early in the interview 
with former Mayor Ben Boo, under whose administration SM was created, he declared that 
"Spirit Mountain was never intended to earn money. It was founded to provide new recreational 
opportunities to this area." (Boo).  As the decades have progressed, some individuals seem to 
have lost sight of SM's original purpose.    
 Spirit Mountain had coveted a Grand Avenue access and a base chalet since its inception.  
Its desires to expand further into a multi-season facility is more in evidence now than at any 
other time.  Certainly there were risks involved in making the commitments to the new chalet, 
the Alpine Coaster, mountain bike park, etc., but there are those who suggest that without an 
occasional gamble on upgrades, long term profitability becomes less likely.  Consumers lose 
interest, spend dollars elsewhere, and existing infrastructure may stagnate,  
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 A new administration has recently been installed at SM under the leadership of Brandy 
Ream. (A listing of prior Executive Directors is in Appendix 26.)  Having previously rescued 
two ski areas that were in deteriorating financial condition, it is unlikely that she would have 
accepted the Executive Director's reins at SM if she shared the pessimism of some who demand 
a promise that every season will be a profitable one.  Many still believe that SM exists primarily 
to provide diversion, not to provide a revenue source.  A few years ago, Duluth postponed its 
July 4th fireworks display not once, but twice, because of rain, fog, and strong off-lake winds.  
Similarly, an exceptionally warm November precluded snowmaking for the annual Thanksgiving 
Sno-Cross snowmobile races at SM in 2009, and postponed the gathering for two weeks.  
Accountants and financial planners love predictability.  Meteorologists crave it too.  But it can be 
argued that complete climatological prescience is too elusive to be expected within the realm of 
outdoor recreation.   
> Proposed Hotel, Golf Course, and Convention Center 
 Hitherto not discussed in this account are the resurfacing suggestions that SM allow 
private investors to further enlarge its attributes.  The Adventure Park and the mountain bike 
trails have thus far been immensely popular, but not all expansion suggestions have met with 
enthusiasm.  Such proposed expansions have in the past been introduced and examined, but then 
rejected.  First mentioned during the initial phase of construction, the idea was tabled so that the 
SMRA could concentrate its efforts primarily on getting the ski hill operational.  Presumably 
land would have been available adjacent to the existing installation, but the monetary outlay for 
the ski hill start-up instilled caution in the original leaders to not be reckless (Johnson).  
 Private developers had several times expressed interest in a hotel, perhaps juxtaposed to a 
golf course.  These overtures were not widely supported by Duluth/Proctor residents for both 
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fiscal and aesthetic reasons.  Although SM is within the Duluth city limits, it is nestled into the 
hillside.  Its presence is subdued and not distracting. Even the hilltop chalet is long and low, and 
can scarcely be seen from Grand Avenue.  By comparison, a multi-story hotel would be hard to 
camouflage.  Additionally, opponents suggest that Duluth already has two private country clubs, 
and two municipal golf courses, but declining usage has recently occasioned City discussions 
about selling off one golf course to private parties. Such problematic situations have arisen 
before, and the discord and uncertainty have routinely quashed proposals for such large 
additional installations near the ski hill (Mattson).   
 The Native American community also has again objected to further incursions into the 
SM forests.  The fact that this acreage is within the confines of Duluth notwithstanding, the Lake 
Superior Chippewa (Ojibwe) vehemently contend that these are important and sacred traditional 
lands, and their privacy and sanctity should not be compromised further.  
  In 2010, Ojibwe leaders and concerned tribal members gathered at SM to voice their 
displeasure over renewed plans for a hotel and golf course.  Those in attendance included the late 
Warner Wirta, a well-known and longtime spokesman for the Anishinaabe.  His frequent letters 
to the editor of the Duluth News Tribune have made clear the dismay of the Native American 
community. The assembly attracted Indian and non-Indian supporters of a building moratorium, 
and local media publicized their concerns over the building issue's continual resurrections.  
These outcries, and the generalized lack of public support, have so far forestalled any further 
building near SM (Wirta-Kosobuski).  Some anti-development partisans strongly suspect, 
however, that further attempts will be made in the future to build near SM.  A letter to the editor, 
and a photo of Warner Wirta at the 2010 "Save the Spirit Mountain Forest" gathering are 
included in Appendix 24.  
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> Concluding Remarks 
 The purpose of this sketchy overview of SM's first forty years has been simply to attempt 
a resurrection and reconstruction of the major elements of its progress, and to put in order 
fragmentary and jumbled sources of information regarding this evolution.  Much seems to have 
been lost, and what remains was most often ill-categorized.  It also is lamentable that many 
individuals who were instrumental in the founding of SM are no longer accessible.  Several are 
deceased, including Phil Letourneau, Monnie Goldfine, Don Salo, Sam Solon, Willard Munger, 
and SM's first two Executive Directors Dick Waide and Clark Dohm.    
 As mentioned, there previously was no extant and straightforward chronological 
accounting of the sequence of genesis, planning, implementation, and evolution of SM.  Had it 
not been for the Northeastern Minnesota Historical Centers at UMD, it would have been 
senseless to attempt even such a cursory accounting as this one.  The NMHC archive and its 
caretakers, Patricia Maus and Mags David, are regional treasures.  Many blank spots are still left 
to be filled.  Before too many additional years elapse, it is hoped that more details, recollections, 
and insights can be uncovered, and that future information can be retained so subsequent data 
may extend this monograph beyond its present form.  A severely abbreviated summary 
chronology of SM's evolution as detailed herein is included as Appendix 25.  
 This brief retrospective does not mention many of the minor obstacles that were 
overcome, nor does it detail most of the controversies inherent in the foundation and 
development of SM.  Descriptions of them are in the minutes and in the annual reports of the 
SMRA, but they are largely irrelevant now.  There were disagreements, misunderstandings, and 
tiffs.  As the decades passed, SM has come under the divergent administrative philosophies of its 
nine successive Directors.  They are listed in Appendix 26.  Some strong personalities, 
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competing priorities, and varied opinions were evident as SM evolved into what it is today.  The 
purpose of this study was not to emphasize the occasional setbacks or imbroglios, but rather to 
delineate the contributions and successes.  
 Predictions that interest in SM would wane after a period of curiosity have been proven 
false.  The exceptional terrain park has attracted many new young snowboarders and skiers to 
snow sports.  Evenings and weekends still find many families out together on the hills or in the 
tubing park.  Weekdays see dozens of retired individuals who regularly meet and ski together as 
the morning sun rises over Lake Superior.  Their numbers are regularly supplemented by school, 
civic, and church trips, sometimes arriving in multiple busloads.  The beginners' slope is often 
crowded with neophytes on skis for the first time.    
 Weeknights see race leagues and young people skiing under the lights.  Area high school 
and college ski teams regularly practice and race at SM, and it hosts two major invitational 
United States Ski Association ski races each year that attract participants from many states 
around. It also is home to the nation's largest outdoor snowmobile snow-cross race at 
Thanksgiving time each year.  Additionally, SM annually hosts "Mono-Ski Madness" that 
features clinics and races for adaptive skiers from across the Midwest (Karlsson). 
 New uses and missions for SM may sometimes spring forth suddenly.  Not envisioned 
until a few years ago was SM's exceptional setting as a site for wedding ceremonies.  The gently 
sloping open lawn in front of the chalet affords splendid views of the St. Louis River, Spirit 
Island, and Lake Superior for outdoor weddings.  The banquet facilities available in the Bear 
Paw or Eagle's Nest chalets can accommodate luncheons, festivals, trade shows, receptions, and 
other large gatherings.  A few funerals have even been held there.  During the warmer months 
without skiers, a typical season sees about forty weddings and sixty-five wedding receptions, as 
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well as other special events, generating over $400,000 in event and catering revenues (Waters, 
Thomas).  
 The mountain bike park has been an enormous success, as has the Timber Twister Alpine 
Coaster and the zip line in the Adventure Park.  Some Saturdays and Sundays have seen so many 
patrons gathered that the upper parking lot is overflowing onto the Skyline Parkway access road. 
The Riverside Restaurant in the new Grand Avenue Chalet has become popular for lunch 
meetings and apres-ski beverages.  The campground is continually utilized, and has many 
returning guests each summer (Johnson).  
  In addition to offering an array of attractions to the general public, it should also be 
noted that SM offers a source of income to many workers in our area.  Former Human Resources 
Director Marisa Hoogenaker noted that full-time and part-time employees total nearly three 
hundred persons, and the SM annual payroll exceeds two million dollars (Thomas).  Indeed the 
influence of Spirit Mountain upon Duluth in general, and upon Western Duluth in particular, can 
hardly go unnoticed.  This impact is evidenced by the customary name now designating this part 
of town: first called Oneota, and later called West Duluth, it is now being recognized as "Spirit 
Valley". 
 A conversation, overheard in the spring of 2014 among the senior citizens who gather 
and ski almost every morning at SM, might present a logical assessment, and may also illustrate 
widely held opinions about the contributions and the viability of SM over the long term.  
Discussing the wretched weather during the 2013-14 winter season, and the resultant fiscal 
clobbering suffered by the ski industry, an individual was heard to posit that like many other 
local attractions, Duluth did not institute SM primarily to make money.  Instead, it founded SM 
to provide something to the citizens and to the region.  The person in question seemed to grasp 
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the concept of tourism.  Her observations echoed what George Hovland and Mayor Ben Boo had 
espoused four decades earlier.  The assemblage agreed that investments had been made on 
Duluth's famous LakeWalk, in its golf courses, the Duluth Entertainment and Convention Center, 
Bayfront Festival Park, snowmobile and hiking trails, Canal Park, the Lake Superior Zoo, etc., 
and that all of these had enriched Duluth.  Her compatriots concurred with her observations.  
 Savvy metro areas make such investments as Spirit Mountain to provide these kinds of 
opportunities and attractions.  People travel to avail themselves of these facilities and activities.  
Certainly local residents benefit from them as well, but they also bring in visitors (and their 
dollars), and foster good will generally.  SM may not make money every year, but it still is a 
major attraction and destination, and for many in our region the Northern winters likely would 
seem a good deal longer and less invigorating without Duluth's Spirit Mountain.    
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15 UST FIRST STREfT I DULUTH, MINNESOTA 55802 I PHONE: (218) 727-8196 
Dr . Donald Van .Ryzin, Co-Chairman 
Mr. Robert Mathias, Co-Chairman 
Planning and Development Committee 
Spirit Mountain Recreation Area 
Duluth, Minnesota 
GenUemen: 
September 5, 1972 
We are pleased to submit our preliminary study of the proposed Spirit 
Mountain Recreation Area. 
The repo rt contains preliminary schematic layouts of the proposed facilities, 
orde r of magniiude cost estimates and recommendations for a first phase 
development program. 
We win be available to discuss the report at your convenience and to furnish 
supplementary or explanatory information you may desire . 
Very truly yours, 
((J;:JLUINC)k 
Donald J. Sait. E. 
DJS :eh 
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1. r ~ n;-, CUAl'T::·~ ;\o, 
1 J:!:.. ~.,...... L 
2 r~l~tinq to the c!ty of ouluthJ 
3 o. u tho r .'. :-: 1 n :J c :: o .::.. :-d :.: ~l t 1 c. n <' ·: ;:i. 5 P .1 : i t 
4 r1ocnt:.:1in r(.;::re:.-.t~r..n .:.i::t.::,1 ,-:11thor it·/ 1 
5 Cp!liu:r1ntJ Ui"nJn !i .• .!.d c1Utt'10''it;l t~iC. powor 
6 ~nd a-uty to ~1cin1ni:,t::!r, pr·>::ioto, · 
-7 control, direct and n~~~gc t~c 
S o~~rnn:..=2.t.ton ~nd 0;1CJ~lnc; olh::. ... at.!cr:. of 
9 s a i ct r cc r (.! ,:. t. i c r. ..'.'! ~:;:;.:::. , -:1 n d Prov 1 ci in <1 tor 
10 n tax lcvi 3nd 1:su~ncc of bonds, 
11 BE IT ENACTE~·ny THE LEGISLA!URE OF-~XE STATE OF MI~NES07Az 
12 sec:t!cn 1. CPURP0.3E:.l Tl'lo purpose o·f t.h.1:; act is to . 
13 fac111tctc tjc dcvelo~~cnt o~ ~ lund area w1th the follow!~g 
14 cbjc.::t.tvo;s Cl) The dcv(:lopmc:1t ot Hido""l',::mgo rc:crc<1'c1ona1 
• 
15 facili~ias avail~blc to both loc~l rusidcnts and tourizts, 
16 (2) The n!dir.g of tha economy of northeastern Kinnc:-:ot,:,. by 
17 cnconrgs'.lQing p:-1vate enterprise eifo1·ts in conjunctic,n with 
JO the recreational fac1!1t1Qs, and (3) Tho prcscrveticn of the 
• 
19 env~ron~cnt in the area by a timely 11nd intclliqcnt Pl~n ot 
2 0 de v e l op r:i c n t , 
21 Sec. 2, (SPIRIT MOU~TAIN RECRSATIO~ AREA AUTHOR!TY 0 J 
22 Subdivision lo There 1s hereby erected a Spi:it Mountain 
23 rccrcat1qn area authority, hcrcinnttcr referred to as the 
24 authority, which sh~ll a inistcr an hereinafter provided, 
25 the ~racts of land described as follows: 
26 
27 
A main area cons1Gting of1 That part oi the 
south Half cs l/2) Section Fourteen (11), Township 
28 FortyuNino ((9), Range Fifteen (15), lying south of the 
29 Duluth Miss c and Iron ngc ilWDY right of way and 
30 nortn of the Duluth Wi~nipcg & Pacific Railw~y rl 
31 way and excepting the East Half CE 1/2) of the 
32 southo~st Quarter CSE 11,), Section TwcntynTwo (22), 
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Money Sources 
Economic Development Administration .............................................. . 
Bureau of Outdoor Recreation Land & Water Conservation Fund ............... . 
Upper Great Lakes Regional Commission ........................................... . 
Minnesota Resources Commission ............................................. .. 
City of Duluth General Obligation Bonds .......................................... . 
City of Duluth Utility Bonds .......................................................... .. 
Spirit Mountain Revenue Bonds ........................................................ . 
City Contribution to Land & Construction ......................................... .. 
Private Development ..................................................................... . 
$ 600,000 
550,000 
250,000 
450,000 
1,000,000 
800,000 
2,000,000 
200.000 
-----
Total .............................................................................. $6,550.000 
Construction Costs 
Land ........................................................................................... . 
Utilities ..................................................................................... . 
Chalet ...................................................................................... . 
Chalet - Furnishings & Equipment ................................................... .. 
Ski Trails ..................................................................................... .. 
Snowmaking Systems ..................................................................... . 
Snowmaking Guns ........................................................................ . 
Maintenance Building ............................................................... .. 
Campgrounds & Buildings .......................................................... . 
Lighting & Power Distribution ...................................................... . 
Roads .................................................................................. .. 
Parking ................................................................................... . 
Ski Lifts .................................................................................... .. 
Trails & Picnic Areas ....................................................................... . 
Topsider Units .............................................................................. . 
Bond Reserve & ........................................... .. 
Administrative Expense 
Total.. . .... 
$ 250,000 
800,000 
800,000 
200,000 
200,000 
400,000 
150,000 
200,000 
600,000 
350,000 
400,000 
100,000 
675,000 
50,000 
700,000 
475,000 
$6.550.000 
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Afton Alps Afton, NIN 
Big Powderhorn Bessemer, MI 
Buck Hill Burnsville, MN 
Giant's Ridge Biwabik, .vlN 
Lutsen Mountains Lutsen, MN 
,\font du Lac Duluth, MN 
Powder Ridge St. Cloud, MN 
Quadna Resort Hill City, MN 
Sugar Hills Grand Rapids, MN 
Telemark Cable, WI 
Trollhaugen Dresser, WI 
Whitecap Mountain Upson, WI 
Welch Village \Velch, MN 
Wild Mountain Taylors Falls, MN 
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THE ASSISTANT SECRETARY OF COMMERCE 
Washington. O.C. 20230 
AUG 9 1973 
In reply refer to: 
Project No.: 06-01-01104 J 
:Mayor and City Council 
City 01' Duluth 
1". •),~.r ..... ~.J.~:.,_,,... 
Ql~!l~cfih(~' 
City Hall 
nD.uth, Minnesota 55802 
Gentlemen: 
AUG i 1 1973 
_Chy of r1u\,~\":,, /, 
~---~~~.,.. 
We are pleased to enclose herewith five copies, two of which have been 
signed, of an Offer of Grant not to exceed $ 850 1 000 of which 
$ 600,000 constitutes a direct grant from the Economic Development 
Administration and$ 250,000 constitutes a supplementary grant 
from the Upper Great Lakes Regional Connnission. · 
This Offer of Grant is issued pursuant to your application for Federal 
assistance for construction of a recreational complex. 
The total project 16ost is$ 2,494,000 , which is based on the line 
item estirnates contained in Attachment No. 1 hereto. 
I 
Your acceptance should be indicated by the signature of your principal 
official on one of the signed copies of the Offer of Grant. The 
accepted copy should be returned to the Director, Midwestern Regional 
Offfce, Economic Development Administration, 32 West Randolph Street, 
Chicago, Illinois 606o1. 
You are cautioned not to make any cormnitments in reliance on this 
grant, nor to enter into negotiations relative hereto, until you have 
carefully reviewed the terms and conditions and have determined that 
you are in compliance or that you can comply therewith. Any commit-
ments or undertakings entered into prior to obtaining the approval of 
the Government in accordance with its terms and conditions will be at 
your own risk. 
;;o~ /);, N41-
'WILLI.AM W. BLUNT, JR. 
Aas Secretary 
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Spirit Mountain Area, Minnesota 
According to Ojibwe oral history, Spirit Island was the "Sixth Stopping Place" where the northern and 
southern branches of the Ojibwe Nation came together during the Ojibwe Migration Story. For centuries 
following, the land surrounding Spirit Island was home to many Ojibwe settlements. Many in the Ojibwe 
community consider areas from which Spirit Island is visible to be culturally significant. Areas from 
which Spirit Island can be viewed have been shaded red on the map. 
This map was created by the Geospatial Analysis Center, College of Liberal Arts at UMD as part of a grant 
funded by the Minnesota Lake Superior Coastal Program. For more information please see: 
http://www.d.umn.edu/gac/spirit/ 
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SPiRlT. MOUNTAIN CHALETCONS-TRUCriON BEGINS THIS WEEK 
Spirit clialet ·constru~tion 
ready to: ~gin. this. ~eek, 
The executive director of $14,500 and ·'.a food-beverag~ Within the nexL-45 days; 
i , i 
I 
I 
\ 
I 
Spirit _ Mountain .. has · issued manager began work Mon~at Waide ~aid hehopest g. have 
...:, notice .to pfoceecriln1Uf~coiF .. at"a ~lary of J 15,000,: Waide:, - something f'fin:n : ccini;ernuig . . · l 
tracts forDuluth's four,season -: ~id t, />• , . A ' ' . ·, ; .. · . the motel lodge. He said 
p~c;rea,tionaL facility:s cbaM . ·. . Names and backgro~d- of .. negotiations are: goiniron with 
'and says constriiction on tlie the new staff memben; will be . three:/ c'oillpanies.i . but he 
$695,000_complex should begin re~eased at a later date, he declined to nam~ the firms. 
latel'c this week. ·· · said. · · 
· ··.. Richard Waide also says 
; Lspfrit Mountain will have a 
J.>fireplace after all - in fact, 
~v:t!rMJ irep!aces~.•· ::.';:\::-- ;16 -k · 
In other. developments,. the 
·· Spirit Mountain staff has been 
increas~ by t.wo . members 
andnegotiaHons . are con-
timnng ori construction afa 100 
,{~JSO:-im,it motel lodge, 
, Waide said construction of 
the·¥Hvood <;balet bY: J. R. 
J n n . n , Inc., uperior, 
. schedul d . f r ompletion .. 
for Dec. L, 
Vhtl h o - ma! d gn r r . 
,. 22 000-squar -foot chalet 
l mclu<ie·';a fireplai:;e;, 
·a d •. s.i.id · the · architects; 
rctnlei:t . I Resources. ln T _--1 
"'--'::.::;;.::.uu,""• • a ed to 
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Grand Ave Chalet - Riverside Bar & Grill - Spirit MountainSpirit Mt Page 2 of 4 
file :///C :/Users/Steve/ AppData/Local/Temo/Low /LJ34GZ24.htm 2/2/2015 
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-R· CAA DE-DST \fi~ • b. . . a\ V h .. 
City's plans for golf 
course are sacrilege 
A Feb. 12 News Triburx a..~ 
about the proposed golf COU,.'x oo 
Sphit Mow1tain bordere:i oo me 
funny. The mayor a.,d a.s.sc,cia,zs 
have worked for six years m ?-
this developmeni and have not g.:;.:-
ten otfhome plate. 
Has the mayor been m ~ 
or consulted with Dulum's ~ 
community? Has he or crty w.:m-
cilors ever been to the Damiar;.; 
Cemer to visit and eat ,;,1im this 
local color? No1 The i.ndian (Yw->~ 
nity would say no to Lh.is ~ 
Spirit Motmta.in is ju..Sl as s.r 
erect to the Anishanabe l'Flr'st Pro-
ple) as the Blacl, Hills ate m me 
Lakotas. Indian people cannnt, WE 
not, sell our spirituality . '1.1l1o 35 
what Spirit Motmtam repr~ 
According to the medicir>E man. 
the mountain is saying 'T,o IUiLire 
development." There are Inman 
graves there, and the long gi:n:;are 
speaking through this m€-1i:icine 
man. 
Doesn't the mayor ga ~ ~ 
sage? The people .in Dul um :its aJ 
not want another golf course.. 'TIJE 
powers of politicsi I don't :::'lici: 're 
is that dense. Only the ··b~ 
want it." There are other gulf 
courses in the Duluth area. Why 
aren't they used? They are not as 
pretty as Spirit Mountain. 
When the non-Indian is hit in 
the pocketbook, then they start m 
tmderstand. Do we need a.ny more 
tax increases or bailouts as we 
have seen at the Aauai'"ium1 It 
seems that sacredness means nom-
ing to them if it has dollars as-
signed to ii:. Do we see peopie .in 
this land playing golf .in cemete-
ries? 
Also, a good many of the people 
want to use the area to pray, medi-
tate - a place of solice. Others, In-
dians too, want to use i:he place as 
a teaching tool 
WARNER B. WIRTA 
Dtltlilli 
A Condensed Timeline of Spirit Mountain 
 
1971 - George Hovland's proposal for creating Spirit Mountain presented to Mayor Ben Boo. 
1972 - Minnesota Legislature passes bill instituting Spirit Mountain Recreation Authority. 
1973 - SM Board of Directors selected with Manley Goldfine as Chairman. 
1974 - SM opens its original runs for skiing on December 20.   
1979 - Three new ski runs opened, bringing total to fourteen runs. 
1985 - Eagle's Nest Chalet addition.  DWP railroad tracks abandoned.  C-Lift extended to Skyline. 
1986 - Four Pipe extended.  Express I Lift installed.  Walkway to Eagle's Nest constructed.  
1987 - Three more ski runs added, bringing total to seventeen. 
1988 - Bear Paw Chalet added.  A-Lift installed at Terrain Park.  One more new run added. 
1990 - Three additional new runs added, bringing total to twenty-one. 
1994 - Terrain Park expanded to become Outlaw Snowboard Park, largest in the Midwest.   
1995 - Blizzard Fun Park opened with three original tubing slides.  
1996 - New run added. 
1998 - Spirit Snowboard Series launched.  Largest such competition in the Midwest. 
2000 - Second half-pipe added to Terrain Park. 
2002 - Outlaw Snowboard/freestyle area again enlarged to become Big Air Terrain Park. 
2003 - Port Gitchi Gummi Kids' Park built.  New ski run added.  Runs now total twenty-three. 
2005 - Super Pipe added to Terrain Park. 
2010 - Timber Twister Alpine Coaster installed. 
2011 - Adventure Park opened with coaster, zip-line, miniature golf, and enlarged tubing park. 
2012 - New Grand Avenue chalet built.  Express II quad chairlift replaces ageing Express I.   
2013 - Mountain Bike Park constructed and opened.  
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 Spirit Mountain Executive Directors 
   
 
   Richard Waide   1972 - 1976 
 
   Clark Dohm    1976 - 1979 
 
   Bruce Simons    1979 - 1984 
 
   Larry Hutchinson   1984 - 1994 
 
   Karl Kapuscinski   1994 - 1996 
 
   Rick Certano    1996 - 2005 
 
   Renee Mattson   2005 - 2014 
 
   Brandy Ream    2014 - 
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